
Automation Solutions
SMART HOMESMART HOME

The new world of smart home technology is exciting, with seemingly 

limitless possibilities and combinations.

We provide a range of customized home automation solutions that

enable you to securely safeguard all of your assets while taking complete

control over your property, enabling energy-saving and enhanced 

appliance functionality.



What is Home Automation?

Home automation or smart home is the definition of house or villa that 

has a smart system instead of the conventional systems such as (lighting 

system, air conditioning system, security systems, CCTV, network system, 

intercom, telephone system, sound system, satellite "dish”, home cinema

and much more energy saving solutions).

Smart solutions are illustrated in the how to control, entertainment

and energy-saving solutions.

Lighting Control AC Control Security System CCTV System

Network& Telephone 
Solutions

Intercom System

Satellite System Sound System Home Cinema

You will have a portable control these asbects

Gate Control



LIGHTING CONTROL
We provide several options of lighting 
control systems such as:
      On/Off, Dimming

      Lux Control 

      Lighting Color Control ”RGB”

By KNX technology, we can control and 
integrate with all dimming systems such as: 
      Phase Cut

      0-10 Dimming 

      DALI

Lighting control can be achieved by touch 
screen, keypad, mobile APP and voice 
commands also.

AC CONTROL
We supply, control and integrate with 
all AC technologies such as:
       On/Off Control

       Fan Coil Units

       Split Units 

       VRF Units

A/C control can be achieved by touch 
screen, RTC keypad, mobile APP and voice 
commands also.

SECURITY SYSTEM
We supply a security system that
includes everything you need to protect 
your property from :
        Gas

        Heat

        Smoke

        Water Leakage

        Motion Detectors

        Indoor and Outdoor Sirens

You will receive email, mobile 
notifications and alarms that illustrates 
there a dangerous condition by detecting
the dangerous place.



CCTV SYSTEM
As an extension of the security system, 
CCTV system comes to complete the 
security solutions that provide the most 
security condition to guarantee the client
safety.
We provide supply, test, commissioning 
and programing all the CCTV System.

NETWORK & TELEPHONE
 SOLUTIONS
Internet becomes a mandatory thing in
our daily routine. So, it’s an important to 
build the home network to keep in touch 
with the world.
We provide the network services to 
cover all the home by installing access 
points, routers and telephone central 
system.

Instead of the conventional door bells, 
the intercom solution offers a smart 
solution for modern houses. 
The intercom system consists of:
         Smart Door Bell

         Door Strike

         Indoor Unit

Smart door bell comes with built-in 
camera to show who rings and display 
him on the Indoor unit. 
You can display, talk to the guest and 
open the door via the indoor unit and 
also remotely by the mobile APP.

INTERCOM SYSTEM



GATES CONTROL
We provide smart garage gates 
solutions for home garage and can 
control remotely instead of the manual
switch.

SATELLITE SYSTEM
We provide satellite system to coordinate
the local and international channels 
via satellite system.

Nowadays, any villa needs the sound 
system to play, listen and share voices.
We provide ceiling, wall, indoor and 
outdoor speakers.

SOUND SYSTEM

HOME CINEMA
All of us search about the entertainment
via the several platforms that are 
available through TV.
So, home cinema becomes a necessary 
thing in any home.



Flexible Control
You are able to keep an 

eye on and control everything
at your location whether you 
are at home, at work, or away.

Home Security
You can receive real-time 
alerts on any questionable

occurrences for example you can
be alerted each time someone

enters your home.

Energy Saving
Without any effort on your 
part, that electricity cost 
can be greatly reduced.

Money Saving
More energy-efficient 
means you can save

more money on your bills.

How to Control?
Instead of the conventional methods such as (conventional wiring devices, 
A/C remote control, manual shutters or curtains , conventional door bells…etc.). 
Nowadays, with the innovative technologies there are many smart methods 
to control home automation system.
We provide several smart control user interfaces such as:

Thanks to KNX system and security system we use, So you can control and 
monitor your house remotly from any place around all the world.

Avoid Emergencies
The ability to remotely 

stop heat, gas & water leaks, 
reduce energy waste, 

and much more.

www.elsewedy.netinfo@elsewedy.net19052

Voice Control
(Alexa, Google 
home, Siri home)

Touch Screens Smart Keypads Motion Sensors Mobile APP


